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By Jacqueline Throop-Robinson

iUniverse, United States, 2013. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****. In today s ever-changing world, leaders must create anew every day-new
solutions, new ideas for action, new strategies - and then comfortably lead their organizations into
an unpredictable future. In her handbook for leaders, author Jacqueline Throop-Robinson provides
tools and techniques that can help any CEO or manager ignite passion, productivity and
performance by connecting, collaborating and creating with their team. Throop-Robinson relies on
her extensive experience as a successful entrepreneur, corporate manager, and consultant to help
empower leaders and their teams to achieve their full potential. While combining theory with real-
life stories and activities, Throop-Robinson offers time-tested advice that helps leaders change their
mindset to build trust; collaborate and play with their team to accelerate performance; explore the
importance and impact of inspiration; use feedback and feedforward to improve leadership
practices and overall productivity; and lead fearlessly to help teams overcome obstacles and see
progress. Fire Up Your Team shares fifty ways to lead fearlessly, strengthen skills, improve
creativity, and motivate a team to effectively move forward and achieve goals, one step at a time.
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It is an awesome pdf i have possibly go through. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge You will not really feel monotony at whenever you want of
your time (that's what catalogues are for relating to in the event you ask me).
-- Hor a ce Schr oeder-- Hor a ce Schr oeder

Totally among the best publication I actually have actually go through. It can be filled with wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Glen Er nser-- Glen Er nser
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